
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the researcher organizes findings and analysis related to the 

research.

A. Findings

The researcher found the answer for research question as follows: 

1. Find out type of expressive acts expressed by protagonists in “Fifty Shades 

of Grey” movie script

Based on research question that is: 1. What are the expressive acts expressed by 

protagonists in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script? There is the answer of this 

research question:

Expressive acts that expressed by protagonist in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie 

script are thanking, apologizing, congratulating, greeting, wishing, and opining. They 

detail as; 7 expressive act of thanking, 4 expressive act of apologizing, 4 expressive 

act of congratulating, 8 expressive act of greeting, 9 expressive act of wishing, 23 

expressive act of opining. Total there are 55 expressive acts.

The details of script of expressive acts expressed by protagonists in “fifty Shades 

of Grey” movie script can see on table as:

Table 4.1 Expressive Acts expressed by protagonists in in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script
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No. Script Types of Expressive Act
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1 Ana: Thank you Thanking

2 Ana: Thank you for answering Kate's questions by the  
way.

Thanking

3 Ana: Nice touch, I will launder this item. Thanking

4 Ana: Thanks again for doing this, Mr Grey. Thanking

5 Ana: Thanks for the ride. Thanking

6 Ana: Thank you for the meeting, Mr. Grey. Thanking

7 Ana: Oh my god, that was incredible, Christian. Thank 
you.

Thanking

8 Ana: I'm sorry I didn't... Apologizing  

9 Ana: I apologize, Mr. Grey. Apologizing  

10 Grey: I'm sorry, I can't. Apologizing  

11 Grey: I thought I owed you an apology. Apologizing  

12 Grey: That's very impressive. Congratulating

13 Grey: You look beautiful. Congratulating

14 Grey: Congratulations, you must be very proud. Congratulating

15 Grey: That's a hell of a sack, Miss Steele. Congratulating

16 Grey: Please, have a seat Miss Steele Greeting

17 Grey: What a pleasant surprise, Miss Steele. Greeting

18 Ana: Goodbye, Mr Grey. Greeting

19 Grey: Good morning, Anastasia. Greeting

20 Grey: Good evening, Anastasia. Greeting

21 Grey: It's been nice knowing me, has it? Greeting

22 Ana: Goodnight, Christian. Greeting

23 Grey: Ana? Hi. Greeting

24 Ana: I'm just trying to get through finals right now. Wishing

25 Grey: I hope you got everything you needed. Wishing
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26 Grey: I hope she is feeling better. Wishing

27 Ana: Enlighten me then. Wishing

28 Grey: I'd like to bite that lip. Wishing

29 Grey: Just consider it, okay? I really hope you say yes. Wishing

30 Ana: Are you gonna make love to me now? Wishing

31 Grey: I've got a room in this hotel. Well, I hope you'll be 
comfortable in it

Wishing

32 -Gray: No. That's the last thing I want. Opining  

33 Ana: I don't know enough about it. I just wonder if,  
perhaps your heart might be a bit bigger than you want  
to let on?

Opining  

34 Ana:  Earlier you said that there are some people who 
know you well. Why do I have the feeling that that is not  
true?

Opining  

35 Ana: I think you only answered four questions Opining  

36 Grey: Or I could just take all my clothes off. Opining  

37 Ana: You're so bossy. Opining  

38 Ana: Sending back your expensive books, cause I already  
have copies of those. Thanks though, for the kind 
gesture.

Opining  

39 Ana: Thank you, but you didn't have to do that. Opining  

40 Ana: Why, because I'll be your sex slave? I don't wanna 
do this here,

Opining  

41 Ana: Is the use of sex toys acceptable to the submissive?  
Vibrators - okay Dildos - fine.

Opining  

42 Ana: Genital clamps - absolutely not. Consider them 
gone.

Opining  

43 Ana: No. Hard limit. Opining  

44 Ana: Accepted. You’re very kind Opining  

45 Ana: You're not fighting fair. Opining  

46 Grey: But your body tells me something different. Your Opining  
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legs for instance. The way you're pressing your thighs  
together under the table. And the change in your  
breathing. And then your complexion.

47 Ana: Thank you but I can't. This is too.. Opining  

48 Ana: Of course I like it, it's beautiful. Opining  

49 Ana: Christian Grey with friend. It says we're friends. Opining  

50 Ana: But I haven't signed the contract. Opining  

51 Grey: Yeah, but I am mad. Palm-twitchingly mad. Opining  

52 Ana: I confide in her. She knows me. Opining  

53 Ana: You'll never do that to me again. Opining  

54 Grey: No, you are everything that I want. Opining  

55 Grey: No. No, Ana. You can't love me. Opining  

2. Investigate intended meaning of expressive acts expressed by protagonists 

in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script 

Based on research question that is: 2. What are the intendeded meaning of 

expressive acts expressed by protagonist in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script? 

There is the answer of this research question:

The researcher makes analysis to find expressive act that has direct meaning 

(reference) or has indirect meaning (inference). Total 26 expressive acts said 

explicitly or type as reference details as; 6 thanking, 3 apologizing, 1 congratulating, 6 

greeting, 2 wishing, and 8 opining. There are total 29 expressive acts which have 

intends meaning or type as inference details as; 1 thanking, 1 apologizing, 3 

congratulating, 2 greeting, 7 wishing, and 15 opining.
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Reference means that intends meaning of expressive acts is said explicitly. 

Inference means that intended meaning of expressive acts is said implicitly. This is the 

table of intended meaning of expressive acts expressed by protagonist in “Fifty 

Shades of Grey” movie script:

Table 4.2 Intended meaning of Expressive acts in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script

No. Script Referring 
expression 

Intended meaning

1 Ana: Thank you Reference Thanking to Grey 
because he give her a 
pencil

2 Ana: Thank you for answering Kate's questions by the  
way.

Reference Thanking to Grey 
because he answer 
interview question

3 Ana: Nice touch, I will launder this item. Inference Express thanking by 
launder Grey’s 
handkerchief

4 Ana: Thanks again for doing this, Mr Grey. Reference Thanking to Grey 
because he helps Ana 
get photo for 
interview

5 Ana: Thanks for the ride. Reference Thanking to Grey 
because he drive her 
to home

6 Ana: Thank you for the meeting, Mr. Grey. Reference Thanking to Grey for 
the result of meeting

7 Ana: Oh my god, that was incredible, Christian. Thank 
you.

Reference Thanking to Grey 
because he gives her 
amazing date

8 Ana: I'm sorry I didn't... Reference Apologizing to Grey 
because she asks 
about his family 

9 Ana: I apologize, Mr. Grey. Reference Apologizing to Grey 
because she asks 
whether he is gay or 
not

10 Grey: I'm sorry, I can't. Reference Apologizing to Ana 
because he did not 
want their relation 
become more closer

11 Grey: I thought I owed you an apology. Inference Apologizing to Ana 
because broke their 
relation

12 Grey: That's very impressive. Inference Applauding her, to 
make their relation 
more close

13 Grey: You look beautiful. Inference Applauding her, to 
make their relation 
more close

14 Grey: Congratulations, you must be very proud. Reference Congratulating Ana’s 
graduation from 
university
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15 Grey: That's a hell of a sack, Miss Steele. Inference Idiom means a girl is 
good in a bed

16 Grey: Please, have a seat Miss Steele Reference Welcoming Ana to sit 
in chair

17 Grey: What a pleasant surprise, Miss Steele. Inference Pretend surprise while 
meet Ana in store, 
actually Grey feels 
happy to see Ana

18 Ana: Goodbye, Mr Grey. Reference Saying Goodbye to 
Grey

19 Grey: Good morning, Anastasia. Reference Saying greeting to 
Ana

20 Grey: Good evening, Anastasia. Reference Saying greeting to 
Ana

21 Grey: It's been nice knowing me, has it? Inference Make a surprise in his 
welcome to Ana’s 
apartment

22 Ana: Goodnight, Christian. Reference Saying greeting to 
Grey

23 Grey: Ana? Hi. Reference Saying greeting to 
Ana

24 Ana: I'm just trying to get through finals right now. Reference Wishing can pass the 
test

25 Grey: I hope you got everything you needed. Inference He hopes Ana not get 
all she need so he can 
meet her again

26 Grey: I hope she is feeling better. Reference He hope Kate’s 
condition better

27 Ana: Enlighten me then. Inference She wishing to have a 
sex

28 Grey: I'd like to bite that lip. Inference He ask her to starts 
sex activity

29 Grey: Just consider it, okay? I really hope you say yes. Inference Wishing that Ana sign 
their contract

30 Ana: Are you gonna make love to me now? Inference She wishing to have a 
sex

31 Grey: I've got a room in this hotel. Well, I hope you'll be 
comfortable in it

Inference Wishing that Ana will 
stay in his hotel room

32 -Gray: No. That's the last thing I want. Inference Wishing their relation 
(Grey and Ana) can 
be fine 

33 Ana: I don't know enough about it. I just wonder if,  
perhaps your heart might be a bit bigger than you want  
to let on?

Inference Opining disagreement 
that Grey is egoist 

34 Ana:  Earlier you said that there are some people who 
know you well. Why do I have the feeling that that is not  
true?

Inference Opining disagreement 
that what people says 
about Grey is not true

35 Ana: I think you only answered four questions Inference Opining disagreement 
about Grey’s answer 
in interview

36 Grey: Or I could just take all my clothes off. Inference Opining disagreement 
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with joke’s to make 
situation more fun

37 Ana: You're so bossy. Inference Complaining about 
Grey’s attitude

38 Ana: Sending back your expensive books, cause I already  
have copies of those. Thanks though, for the kind 
gesture.

Inference Ana refusing Grey’s 
book by say thanks 

39 Ana: Thank you, but you didn't have to do that. Inference Ana refusing Grey’s 
gift (dress) by say 
thank you

40 Ana: Why, because I'll be your sex slave? I don't wanna 
do this here,

Reference She refusing to have a 
sex in toys room

41 Ana: Is the use of sex toys acceptable to the submissive?  
Vibrators - okay Dildos - fine.

Reference Agreement in using 
sex toys

42 Ana: Genital clamps - absolutely not. Consider them 
gone.

Reference Disagreement in using 
sex toys 

43 Ana: No. Hard limit. Inference Refusing in using sex 
toys

44 Ana: Accepted. You’re very kind Reference Agreement about the 
result of meeting

45 Ana: You're not fighting fair. Inference Criticized about 
Grey’s attitude

46 Grey: But your body tells me something different. Your 
legs for instance. The way you're pressing your thighs  
together under the table. And the change in your  
breathing. And then your complexion.

Inference Grey opining 
disagreement that Ana 
want to go home, 
however he asks that 
she actually interest to 
have a sex with him 

47 Ana: Thank you but I can't. This is too.. Inference Ana refusing Grey’s 
gift (car) by say thank

48 Ana: Of course I like it, it's beautiful. Reference Opining agreement 
that Grey’s gift (car) 
is beautiful

49 Ana: Christian Grey with friend. It says we're friends. Inference Opining disagreement 
that they (Ana and 
Grey) are more than 
friend

50 Ana: But I haven't signed the contract. Reference Complain about the 
contract that she not 
sign

51 Grey: Yeah, but I am mad. Palm-twitchingly mad. Reference Grey is agree that he 
is very angry

52 Ana: I confide in her. She knows me. Inference She complaining 
about Grey’s friend 
that make her 
frightened

53 Ana: You'll never do that to me again. Reference She rejecting Grey’s 
habit

54 Grey: No, you are everything that I want. Inference He refusing Ana’s 
opinion that he still 
their relation become 
better
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55 Grey: No. No, Ana. You can't love me. Reference Rejecting Ana’s 
feeling of love

3. Find out flirting in expressive acts expressed by protagonists in “Fifty 

Shades of Grey” movie script

Based on research question that is: 3. What are the expressive acts expressed by 

the protagonists in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script has intended meaning as 

flirting? There is the answer of this research question:

. The researcher founds that there is 13 utterances of expressive acts that has 

intended meaning as flirting. They can found from 3 expressive act of congratulating, 

1 expressive act of greeting, 6 expressive act of wishing, and 3 expressive act of 

opining. 

The details of utterance of expressive acts that has intend meaning as flirting can 

see on table as:

Table 4.3 Flirting in Expressive acts in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script

No. Utterance Types of Expressive Act

1. That's very impressive. Congratulating

2. You look beautiful. Congratulating

3. That's a hell of a sack Congratulating

4. It's been nice knowing me Greeting
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5. Enlighten me then. Wishing

6. I'd like to bite that lip. Wishing

7. I really hope you say yes. Wishing

8. Are you gonna make love to me now? Wishing

9. I hope you'll be comfortable in it Wishing

10. That's the last thing I want. Wishing 

11. I could just take all my clothes off. Opining

12. Grey: But your body tells me something different. Opining 

13. No, you are everything that I want. Opining

4. Identify flirting in expressive act expressed by protagonists in “Fifty 

Shades of Grey” movie script 

Based on research question that is: 4. How are the expressive acts expressed by 

the protagonists in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script has intended meaning as 

flirting? There is the answer of this research question:

Expressive acts have intended meaning as flirting because it contains these kinds 

of motivations: sex motivation, fun motivation, instrumental motivation, relational 

motivation, exploring motivation, and esteem motivation.

. The details of utterance of expressive act that has intend meaning as flirting and 

its motivation can see on table as:

Table 4.4 Flirting motivations in Expressive act in “Fifty Shades of Grey” movie script

No. Utterance Motivation

1. That's very impressive. Relational 
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2. You look beautiful. Relational, Esteem

3. That's a hell of a sack Relational

4. It's been nice knowing me Sex

5. Enlighten me then. Sex, instrumental

6. I'd like to bite that lip. Sex

7. I really hope you say yes. Relational, Exploring

8. Are you gonna make love to me now? Sex, instrumental

9. I hope you'll be comfortable in it Sex, instrumental

10. That's the last thing I want. Relational, Exploring

11. I could just take all my clothes off. Sex, Fun

12. Grey: But your body tells me something different. Instrumental

13. No, you are everything that I want. Relation 
B. Analysis

The researcher uses content analysis to conduct this research. So, the data 

collected from utterance that contains expressive acts in “Fifty Shades of Grey” 

movie script. As written in chapter III, data analysis and interpretation, the steps 

in conducting this research based on data display.

1. Expressive Act of Thanking

According to Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary (third edition), 

thank used to express grateful to someone. Expressive for thank is an 

illocutionary act that can be defined as an expression of gratitude from 

speaker to addressee. “Thank you” is the simplest example of expressive 

thank.
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Based on explanation above, the researcher find and analyze these 

expressive acts from expressive act of thanking table (see appendix 3) into 

fragments as follows:

1.1 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 1

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Thank you In the interview, Ana wants to 
write Grey’s response, but she 
forgot a pen, so Grey Gives her a 
pencil, then she thanks him.

Reference

Analysis: there is no difficulty to decide this script as expressive thank. 

The evidence that Grey gives her a pencil when she needs it makes her say 

thanks to him. Because of Grey’s action, Ana ask his grateful with say Thank 

you. This expressive act said by Ana explicitly, so it categorize as reference.

1.2 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 2

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Thank you for 
answering Kate's questions 
by the way.
Grey: I hope she is feeling 
better.

Ana worked part time job in tools 
store then Grey comes to see some 
stuff. While Ana pick up Grey’s 
purchased item in paper bag, they 
mixed up a small talk. Then Ana 
asks thanks.

Reference

Analysis: in a dialogue, there possible include two or more expressive 

act. In this case, the researcher focus to analyze expressive thank then 

expressive act of wishing analyze later. Ana express her grateful of Grey’s 

willingness to make interview with her. Actually, it is Kate’s job (Ana’s 

friend) to interview, but she is going sick, so Ana replace her. So, Ana says 

thank you for answering Kate's questions by the way. There is no hesitation 

that this expressive act categorized as reference because it said explicitly.
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1.3 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 3

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Don't look at me.
Grey: Here.
Ana: Nice touch, I will  
launder this item.

Still in the pub, Ana’s friend, Jose 
tries to kiss her. She refuses it, 
suddenly Grey come to prevent 
this and give her a handkerchief. 
Ana use it, then express her 
grateful 

Inference

Analysis: nice touch has a meaning make something better. In this case, 

Grey’s act that gives Ana handkerchief, consider that she is drunk, makes her 

feel better. To express her grateful, she says Nice touch, I will launder this  

item. She thanking him by launders the item. She is not says thank directly, 

so this expressive act type is inference.

1.4 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 4

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Thanks again for doing 
this, Mr Grey.

Grey asks Ana that he willing give 
his  picture  for  Cate’s  interview. 
Ana express her grateful to him.  

Reference

Analysis: It is clear that Ana said it directly, so it could be reference.

1.5 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 5

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Thanks for the ride.
Grey: laters baby

Grey accompanies Ana to her 
home after they take a walk in a 
lake using his car. For express her 
grateful, she say thanks.

Reference

Analysis: the utterance Thanks for the ride used by Ana to express her 

grateful. It is include as expressive act of thanking. She asked it explicitly so 

it type is reference.

1.6 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 6

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: right here? Ana has a meeting with Grey in Reference
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Grey: Yes.
Ana: On this table?
Grey: Yes.
Ana: Thank you for the  
meeting, Mr. Grey.

terms of discuss their contract. 
Finish in a good result as Ana 
wants, even better, she express her 
grateful to Grey.

Analysis: word thank you usually used to express grateful, so do in this 

utterance. Thank you for the meeting is used to express Ana’s grateful to Grey 

about the good result of the meeting. Because there is no intend meaning of 

this utterance, it types is reference.

1.7 Expressive Act of Thanking Fragment 7

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Oh my god, that was 
incredible, Christian. Thank 
you.

This scene take place on a small 
airfield, after going to fly using 
small plane. Fly using small plane 
is amazing experience for Ana. On 
this certain even, she feels that her 
relation and Grey as normal 
couple. After landing, Ana so 
pleasure then tell her grateful to 
Grey. 

Reference 

Analysis: Ana’s pleasure about the event flying in airplane makes her 

say thank you to Grey. She express her happiness with thank. This speech act 

categorize as expressive act of thanking. No implicitly that this expressive act 

type is reference because it said explicitly.

2. Expressive Act of Apologizing

According to Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary (third edition), 

apology used to tell someone that you sorry about something or regret. It is 
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an expression of regret that can define as; excuse by reasoning, explain, 

defend, or clear away, and expressing guilty. One example of apology is “I 

am sorry”.

Based on explanation above, the researcher find and analyze these 

expressive acts from expressive act of apologizing table (see appendix 3) to 

certain fragments as follows:

2.1 Expressive Act of Apologizing Fragment 1

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: You're unmarried, oh 
you were adopted at age four.
Grey: That's a matter of  
public record.
Ana: I'm sorry I didn't...

On event interview, Ana makes 
interview with Grey. There is 
taboo question mentioned by Ana 
about Grey’s status and his family. 
Because of her fault, she asked for 
apology.  

Reference

Analysis: this utterance I'm sorry I didn't clearly reflect an apology. So it 

becomes expressive act of apologizing. Because there is no intend meaning 

of this utterance, this type is reference.

2.2 Expressive Act of Apologizing Fragment 2

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Are you gay? It's written  
here, I'm just...
Grey: No, Anastasia. I'm not  
gay.
Ana: I apologize, Mr. Grey.

Continue her interview with Grey, 
once again she asks a taboo 
question. She asks is that Grey a 
gay. Once again, she makes an 
apology.

Reference 

Analysis: asking sex orientation is a taboo. Based on the script, Ana asks 

question Are you gay? It's written here, I'm just. Then she embarrassed while 
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Grey say No, Anastasia. I'm not gay. So she says an apology I apologize, Mr.  

Grey. According certain event above, this expressive act is expressive act of 

apologizing. I apologize, Mr. Grey said explicitly by Ana, so it type is 

reference.

2.3 Expressive Act of Apologizing Fragment 3

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: are you romantic?
Ana: Well I study English Lit.  
I kind of have to be. But the  
photo shoot went well, right? 
Kate seems to be really happy.
Grey: I'm sorry, I can't. 

Grey’s and Ana make a chat in 
coffee shop. On the chat, Grey 
asks Ana about romantic. Ana 
reply courtesy. Suddenly Gray 
express an apology that invites her 
in a coffee shop is wrong. 

Reference 

Analysis: to analyze this script, there need to see more script after. It 

explains that Grey can’t continue his relation with Ana. I'm sorry, I can't is an 

expressive apology. This expressive act explains his apology that can see on 

the next script that Grey says I am not the man for you. This utterance says 

explicitly, so it type is reference.

2.4 Expressive Act of Apologizing Fragment 4

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Why'd you send me 
those books?
Grey: I thought I owed you 
an apology.

In hotel room, Ana asks Grey why 
he sends her a book. Grey replies 
that he needs to apology her 
because he breaks her in coffee 
shop.

Inference

Analysis: I thought I owed you an apology is clearly an utterance of 

expressive apology because there a word apology. Grey not directly asks his 

apology to Ana. There is an implicitly meaning of utterance that, with send a 

book, he apology about what he done in coffee shop that is walked out 
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suddenly and break their relation. So the type of this expressive apology is 

inference.

3. Expressive Act of Congratulating

According to Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary (third edition), 

congratulation used to express congratulate to someone. Condoling, 

applauding and congratulating are parts of this expressive act. “you are 

beautiful” is one of applaud example. 

Based on explanation above, the researcher find and analyze these 

expressive acts from expressive act of congratulating table (see appendix 3) 

to certain fragments as follows:

3.1 Expressive Act of Congratulating Fragment 1

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: That's very impressive.
Are you girl scouts?
Ana: No, organized group 
activity aren't really my thing.

On installment store, while Ana 
took the rope then Grey praise her 
that she skilled in pull the rope.
(This utterance has intends 
meaning as flirting)

Inference 

Analysis: utterance That's very impressive express that Grey applaud 

what Ana’s do. That's very impressive is used by Grey to applaud Ana who 

skill full with ropes. Because this utterance has relational motivation, this 

utterance has intends meaning as flirting.

3.2 Expressive Act of Congratulating Fragment 2

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: You look beautiful.
Ana: Taylor has good taste.

Ana dislike Grey’s act that ask 
Taylor to buy new cloths for her. 
On contrary, few times later Ana 

Inference
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accept that give. Looking Ana in 
new dress, Grey praise her. (This 
utterance has intends meaning as 
flirting)

Analysis: you look beautiful is Grey’s expression to applaud Ana who 

get new dress. Grey praised Ana that she is beautiful wearing dress that he 

give. This function of utterance definitely to attract sexual interest because it 

has relational motive, this utterance has intend meaning as flirting.

3.3 Expressive Act of Congratulating Fragment 3

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Congratulations, you 
must be very proud.
Ana: I am. Nice tie by the 
way?

After giving speech in University 
graduation, Grey has to give a 
shake hand to alumnus. On the 
scene, that is Ana time to shake 
Grey’s hand. In that moment Grey 
express his congratulation.

Reference 

Analysis: word congratulation used by Grey to congratulate Ana on her 

graduation. This expressive act is expressive act of congratulating. Grey says 

this speech act explicitly, so this type is reference.

3.4 Expressive Act of Congratulating Fragment 4

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: That's a hell of a sack, 
Miss Steele.
Ana: Business meeting.

Grey has waiting Ana for a private 
meeting. When he saw her, he 
applauding an idiom that express 
his feeling. (This utterance has 
intends meaning as flirting)

Inference 

Analysis: actually That's a hell of a sack is an idioms means that a girl is 

good in bed. But based on situation, Grey meets Ana for meeting, so he says 

this expressive act for applauding her appearance. This expression is an 

idiom. The type of this expressive act is inference. Because it has relational 

motivation, it could be a flirting.
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4. Expressive Act of Greeting

According to Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary (third edition), 

greeting used to express friendly or welcoming. Act of greeting like hello, 

good morning, goodbye, see you, also include as this expressive act. Simplest 

example of greeting is “hi”.

Based on explanation above, the researcher find and analyze these 

expressive acts from expressive act of greeting table (see appendix 3) to 

certain fragments as follows:

4.1 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 1

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Please, have a seat 
Miss Steele

Grey allows Anastasia Steele to 
enter his room for interview him. 
Then he asks her a welcoming to 
take a seat.

Reference

Analysis: expressive greeting used to express welcoming. It reflects on 

utterance Please, have a seat Miss Steele. Grey has welcoming Ana to enter 

his room with asking for sit. So this expressive act is expressive act of 

greeting. Because there is no intend meaning on this script, this speech act 

type is reference.  

4.2 Expressive Greetings Script Fragment 2

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: What a pleasant 
surprise, Miss Steele.
Ana: Just Ana, just Ana.  
You're in here...

Ana meets Grey on his workplace, 
a tool shop. When Grey saw Ana, 
he expressed his greeting.

Inference

Analysis: What a pleasant surprise, Miss Steel is an expressive act of 
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greeting because it express a welcoming expression of Grey when meets Ana. 

This expressive act has intends meaning I am happy to see you. According 

that, this is becomes inference.

4.3 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 3

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I have to let you go.
Ana: Goodbye, Mr Grey.

After drink coffee together, Grey 
suddenly walked out of the coffee. 
On the street, Ana follow him. 
Then Grey asks that he cannot stay 
with her. So Ana replies a greeting 
before they spread.

Reference

Analysis: goodbye is clearly identifies as greeting, even happen in a sad 

moment, greeting is a greeting. This expressive act is expressive act of 

greeting. Analyzing from movie scene and script, this type of script act is 

reference because it said explicitly.

4.4 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 4

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Good morning,  
Anastasia. 
Ana: Better than I deserve.

After drunk in a pub, Ana fainted 
then Grey takes her to a hotel. 
When Ana wake up in a hotel 
room, Grey greets Ana.

Reference

Analysis: good morning is kind of greeting. It said when Grey finds Ana 

wake up. So, this expressive become expressive act of greeting. This speech 

act said explicitly, make it type as reference.

4.5 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 5

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Good evening,  
Anastasia.

Grey puts Ana for a date. Ana 
come to helipad accompanying by 
his driver. When they meet, Grey 
expressed his greeting.

Reference 

Analysis: good evening is part of greeting. It said when Grey meets Ana 
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before they fly in helicopter. This is an expressive act of greeting. This 

speech act said explicitly, make it categorize as reference.

4.6 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 6

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: It's been nice knowing 
me, has it?

On her room, Ana order her 
clothes. Suddenly Grey comes. He 
asks a welcoming. (This utterance 
has intends meaning as flirting)

Inference

Analysis: Ana shocked when Grey comes to Ana’s apartment. With 

welcoming expression, he asks It's been nice knowing me, has it?. Analyzing 

from the moment in movie scene and script, this expressive act is expressive 

act of greeting. This type of speech act is inference because it includes sex 

motivation and intends meaning that the speaker wants to do it. This 

utterance could be a flirting.

4.7 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 7

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: You're sure I can't  
persuade you to stay?
Ana: Goodnight, Christian.

After meeting, Grey accompanies 
Ana to her car. Before leave, Grey 
persuades Ana to stay, but Ana still 
leave while asks greeting.

Reference

Analysis: good night is a greeting. It said when Ana wants to leave from 

meeting with a car. So, this expressive become expressive act of greeting. 

Ana said this speech act said explicitly, makes it types as reference.

4.8 Expressive Act of Greeting Fragment 8

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Ana? Hi.
Ana: Hi.

When Ana meets his friends Kate 
and his step father on her 
graduation, Grey greets Ana. 

Reference
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Analysis: hi, it simply as greeting. It said explicitly, so it type is 

reference.

5. Expressive Act of Wishing

According to Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary (third edition), 

wish used to express about desire, want, and hope of speaker. The speaker 

usually expects this desire becomes reality. “I hope you are ok” is one of 

expressive wish example.

Based on explanation above, the researcher find and analyze these 

expressive acts from expressive act of wishing table (see appendix 3) to 

certain fragments as follows:

5.1 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 1

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: What are your plan 
after you graduate?
Ana: I'm just trying to get  
through finals right now.

In an interview scene, Ana asks 
some question to Grey. Then Grey 
asks Ana’s plan after graduate. She 
replies with a wish that she can do 
her final test and finish her study.

Reference

Analysis: the utterance I'm just trying to get through finals right now is 

polite expression of wish. Even it said I'm just trying, Ana really hopes to 

finish her final test. So, this expressive act is expressive act of wishing. 

According that she said this expression explicitly, this speech act type is 

reference.

5.2 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 2
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Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I hope you got  
everything you needed.
Ana: I think you only  
answered four questions

Finish her interview, Ana asks to 
leave. Then Grey expressed his 
wish that she get what she need.

Inference

Analysis: utterance I hope you got everything you needed means that 

Grey expects Ana gets what she need from interview. Because this expressive 

act includes a wish, it becomes expressive act of wishing. There is an intend 

meaning that Grey wish that Ana gets good result for their interview. So the 

type of this speech act include as inference.

5.3 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 3

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Thank you for answering 
Kate's questions by the way.
Grey: I hope she is feeling 
better.

Ana worked part time in tools 
store then Grey comes to see some 
stuff. While Ana pick up Grey’s 
purchased item in paper bag, they 
mixed up small talk. Ana asks 
thanking, then Grey replies with 
expressive wishes.

Reference

Analysis: this in a script that include two expressive acts. The first 

expressive thank has analyze above, then this is an analysis for expressive 

wishes. I hope she is feeling better is an expressive act of wishing because 

Grey really hope that Ana’s friend, Kate, feeling better after her sick. 

Because there is no intend meaning of this speech act, this type becomes 

reference.

5.4 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 4

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: My tastes are very -  On hotel room, Grey explains that Inference
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singular. You wouldn't  
understand.
Ana: Enlighten me then.

he may not able to love women 
and his way to take care women is 
different. Then Ana wish that grey 
proud of that. (This utterance has 
intends meaning as flirting)

Analysis: it seems Enlighten me then is directive act. It is true if after 

say that, Grey take action to proud what he say. But on the script, it explains 

that what they do after this conversation not indicate that is a directive act. 

Word then in Enlighten me then indicates that she wants to Grey proud what 

he say later. So this utterance becomes expressive act of wishing. Because it 

includes sex motivation, this utterance has intends meaning as flirting.

5.5 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 5

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I'd like to bite that lip.
Ana: I think I'd like that too.

On hotel room, Grey asks that he 
want to bit Ana’s lip. Ana wants 
that to. But they don’t do that. 
Grey actually wants to kiss her but 
later after they sign contract. (This 
utterance has intends meaning as 
flirting)

Inference

Analysis: same as expressive wish above, I'd like to bite that lip seems 

like directives act. But once again, Grey actually wants to kiss her but later 

after they sign contract. So it could be his wish. The fact that this utterance has 

sex motivation makes this utterance could be a flirting.

5.6 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 6

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: I told you, my 
computer's down.
Grey: Just consider it, okay? I 

Grey accompanies Ana to her 
Apartment after walk together in a 
lake. In his car, they make small 

Inference
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really hope you say yes. talk. Grey asks Ana to send her e-
mail if she agree the contract. Grey 
wish that Ana accept the contract 
of their relationship. (This 
utterance has intends meaning as 
flirting)

Analysis: the utterance I really hope you say yes is an expressive act of 

wishing because it there a words hope that it express Grey wish. This 

includes implicit meaning. The intend meaning of utterance I really hope you 

say yes means that Grey wish Ana accept proposal in his contract. This 

utterance includes both sex and exploring motivation, so this utterance has 

intends meaning as flirting.

5.7 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 7

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Are you gonna make 
love to me now?
Grey: Two things: First, I  
don't make love. I fuck - hard.
Ana: And the second thing?
Gyey: Come.

On Grey’s apartment, Ana asks 
what they will do after they come 
in apartment. She wishes to do 
what normally couples do in a 
date. Then Grey explains that how 
he take care women is unusual. 
(This utterance has intends 
meaning as flirting)

Inference

Analysis: it is normal in west while in a date to make in love. While in 

Grey’s apartment, Ana wish to do that with Grey. She said Are you gonna 

make love to me now?. Like directive but if read more on the next script it 

actually indicate a wish because the speaker actually did not want to make 

love now, but later. It has intend meaning as flirting because include sex 

motivation so it could be type as inference.

5.8 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 7

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I've got a room in this  When Ana have a chat with her Inference
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hotel. Well, I hope you'll be 
comfortable in it

mother in a cafe in Georgia, grey 
suddenly comes to see her. Then 
he informs her that he has a room 
in hotel of that café. He expressed 
his wish that she can comfortable 
with hotel room. (This utterance 
has intends meaning as flirting)

Analysis: actually, Ana sleeps on her mother’s house. When they drink 

in a café, Grey come and asks I've got a room in this hotel. Well, I hope you'll  

be comfortable in it. The last utterance is an expressive of wishing because it 

indicates Grey’s wish that he can stay with Ana. This speech act includes 

implicit meaning. Then the meaning of this speech act is Grey want Ana to 

stay with him in that hotel, so it definitely has sex motivation and it is a 

flirting. Based on explanation above, the type of this speech act is inference. 

5.9 Expressive Act of Wishing Fragment 8

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Is everything okay?
Grey: Nothing that concerns 
you.
Ana: I can leave. Do you want 
me to go?
-Gray: No. That's the last  
thing I want.

On Grey’s house, he seem 
depressed because there a problem 
in his job. Ana try to make him 
comfort with a chat, but he seems 
stressed. So Ana want to leave, 
then Grey asks his wish that he did 
want she leave. (This utterance has 
intends meaning as flirting)

Inference 

Analysis: want or a wish that expect to become reality is part of 

expressive wishers. The utterance That's the last thing I want seems to be 

expressive attitude because it indicates a disagreement, but the word want 

indicates a wish. Because of that, this expressive act becomes expressive act 

of wishing.  This utterance said implicitly, the intend meaning That's the last  

thing I want not like Grey did not want Ana leave that room, but Grey wants 
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Ana to stay in his life, so this utterance include exploring motivation. This 

speech act above is types as inference.

6. Expressive Act of Opining

According to Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary (third edition), 

opining used to express a feeling about agreement or disagreement about 

hearer’s attitude. Complaining, deprecating, refusing, rejecting, and 

criticizing include as this expressive act. The example of expressive attitude 

is “I don’t think so” and “I agree with you”.

Based on explanation above, the researcher find and analyze these 

expressive acts from expressive act of opining table (see appendix 3) to 

certain fragments as follows:

6.1 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 1

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Is that something you 
feel passionate about? 
Feeding the world's poor?
Grey: It's smart business. You 
don't agree?
Ana: I don't know enough 
about it. I just wonder if,  
perhaps your heart might be 
a bit bigger than you want to  
let on?

Ana has interview Grey as replace 
her friend because she is sick. 
Some question she asks, one of 
them that Grey has farming project 
in Africa. She asks his reason 
invest in that. Grey answered that 
is smart business. Ana then seems 
disagree about that answer.

Inference 

Analysis: in this interview even, Ana express her disagreement about 

Grey’s answer on his reason invest in Africa, he said It's smart business. Ana 

answered I don't know enough about it. I just wonder if, perhaps your heart  
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might be a bit bigger than you want to let on?. On first utterance, Ana said 

she didn’t know, but on nest utterance she expressed disagreement about 

Grey’s statement that he may have bigger heart. According that, this 

expressive act becomes as expressive act of opining. Realize that it express 

implicitly, the type of this expressive act is inference. The intend meaning of 

I just wonder if, perhaps your heart might be a bit bigger than you want to  

let on? Can simply as you should be a kind person.

6.2 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 2

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Why don't you ask me 
something that you wanna 
know?
Ana:  Earlier you said that  
there are some people who 
know you well. Why do I have 
the feeling that that is not  
true?

Ana has interview Grey as replace 
her friend because she is sick. 
After few questions, Grey allow 
Ana to asks question as she want 
to know, not what written on note. 
Then she expressed her 
disagreement about Grey’s 
statement that some people know 
him well.

Inference 

Analysis: utterance Why do I have the feeling that that is not true? 

Express Ana’s disagreement about Grey’s statement that some people know 

him well. She said that is not true. According that, this expressive act include 

as expressive act of opining. Intends meaning of this speech act is I don’t 

believe that. Because it has implicitly meaning, it type is inference.

6.3 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 3

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I hope you got  
everything you needed.
Ana: I think you only  
answered four questions

Before leave Grey’s room after 
Ana finish her interview, Grey 
asks his wish that she should get 
what she need. Then Ana complain 
that she only get four answers.

Inference 
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Analysis: analyzing this script and movie scene, I think you only  

answered four questions used by Ana to complain Grey that only answer few 

questions. Complain is part of expressive act of opining, so this expressive 

act should be like that. This expressive act type is inference, because it said 

not explicitly, the intend meaning of I think you only answered four questions 

should be she did not get everything she need.

6.4 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 4

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: What would you 
recommend?
Ana: For a do-it-yourselfer? 
Maybe coveralls, so you 
protect your clothes?
Grey: Or I could just take all  
my clothes off.
Ana:Okay, no clothes.

On installment store, Grey tried to 
flirt Ana with a question. When 
she replies, he disagree with her 
answer and replies with naked 
utterance. (This utterance has 
intends meaning as flirting)

Inference 

Analysis: utterance Or I could just take all my clothes off used by Grey 

to express his disagreement on Ana’s answer. Of course Grey have to asking 

few question before to lead Ana to say Maybe coveralls, so you protect your 

clothes?. Looking the evidence, this utterance type has fun and sex motivation. 

So it has intends meaning as flirting.

6.5 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 5

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I Listen to me, I want  
you to go home right now.
Ana: You're so bossy.

Ana make a call with Grey when 
she drunk in the pup. On this chat, 
he asks her to go home. Ana 
replies with criticized Grey’s 
attitude.

Inference 

Analysis: based analysis on movie scene and script, utterance You're so 
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bossy used by Ana as critic on Grey’s order I want you to go home right now. 

So, this expressive act becomes expressive act of opining. This expressive act 

type is inference, the intend meaning of You're so bossy is that someone who 

order everyone as he/she wants.

6.6 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 6

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Sending back your 
expensive books, cause I  
already have copies of those.  
Thanks though, for the kind 
gesture.
Grey: You're welcome. Where 
are you?

Ana, in a bit frustration of Grey’s 
nature that push her feeling away 
but still give a little interest with 
sending a literature book, come to 
pub with her friends to celebrate 
their graduation. She drunks, then 
calls Grey to express her feeling 
that she dislike his attitude.

Inference

Analysis: the utterance Thanks though, for the kind gesture seems as 

expressive thank, but it is wrong. Let’s see from utterance before Sending 

back your expensive books, cause I already have copies of those. This 

utterance indicates that Ana refuse Grey’s gift. To express her disillusion and 

dislike about Greys, she say thanks. So this expressive act becomes 

expressive act of opining. Thanks actually indicate to express grateful, thanks 

for express dislike is not relevant that indicate as reference. So this 

expressive act type is inference. Thanks though, for the kind gesture has 

intends meaning that Ana dislike Grey’s act that send her a book.

6. Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 7

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I had Taylor pick up 
some clothes
Ana: Who's Taylor?
Grey: My driver.

Grey takes Ana to hotel when she 
fainted in the pub. On the 
morning, he gives her a breakfast 
and asks her that his driver buy a 

Inference
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Ana: Thank you, but you 
didn't have to do that.

new clothes for her. In a polite 
expression, she refused it.

Analysis: is this expressive act include as expressive thank? Absolutely 

this is not. Like the expressive act of opining before, “thank you” use to 

express disagreement, or dislike, in polite expression. It can see on next 

utterance “thank you, but you didn’t have to do that”. Because this utterance 

not explicitly express speaker’s feeling, it types is inference. Intend meaning 

of this utterance means Ana did not need that.

6.8 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 8

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: If you agree to do this,  
you're gonna want your own 
room.
Ana: Why, because I'll be 
your sex slave? I don't wanna 
do this here,

On Grey’s house, he shows Ana an 
exclusive room that she can use 
alone after she signs their contract. 
Reply this, she express dislike.

Reference

Analysis: Grey gives Ana a room exclusive for her only. She refused it 

because she wants their relation seem as normal couple who slept together, 

not alone. Then she expressed a dislike I don't wanna do this here. Dislike is 

part of expressive attitude, so this expressive act becomes an expressive act 

of opining. She said that speech act explicitly, so the type of this expressive 

act is reference.

6.9 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 9

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Is the use of sex toys 
acceptable to the submissive? 
Vibrators - okay Dildos - fine.

On event meeting, Ana discuss her 
contract with Grey. She asks point 
by point and expressed her point 
of view. She expressed an 
agreement on the use of vibrator 

Reference
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and dildos.
Analysis: word fine means well enough. The result of script analysis, 

Ana express agreement about the use of sex toys. It indicates the expressive 

act on this script is expressive attitude. Related with this script, it intends 

meaning means it is ok to do. So the type of expressive act is inference.

6.10 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 10

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Genital clamps -  
absolutely not. Consider  
them gone.

On event meeting, Ana discuss her 
contract with Grey. She asks point 
by point and expressed her point 
of view.
On the use of genital clamp, she 
expressed disagreement. 

Reference

Analysis: based on script and movie scene, Ana express that she 

disagrees with the use of genital clamp. It expressed in utterance absolutely  

not and Consider them gone. Intend meaning of these expressive acts is she 

did not want to use that. So it conclude that this expressive become 

expressive act of opining and type as inference.

6.11 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 11

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Suspension.
Grey: Hanging on ropes from 
the ceiling.
Ana: For what possible 
reason?
Grey: For your pleasure.
Ana: Really?
Grey: And mine - something 
to consider.
Ana: No. Hard limit.

On event meeting, Ana discuss her 
contract with Grey. She asks point 
by point and expressed her point 
of view. On the use of suspension, 
Ana expressed disagreement.

Inference

Analysis: Hard limit means something that must not be done. According 
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that, it means that Ana did not want the use of suspension. It expressed a 

disagreement, so this expressive act include as expressive act of opining. 

Utterance Hard limit has intends meaning she did not want to do that, so the 

type of speech act is inference. 

6.12 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 12

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: How about, once a 
week, on a night of your 
choosing, we go on a date? 
Just like a regular couple 
dinner, movie, ice skating.  
Whatever you want. 
Ana: Accepted. You’re very 
kind

Grey asking proposal to make his 
relation and Ana look like a 
normal couple with do certain 
activities like dinner, watch movie, 
ice skating, and many more. On 
response, Ana express her 
agreement.

Reference

Analysis: word “Accepted” connected as response of proposal to make a 

normal relationship indicates an agreement. It means that Ana agree and like 

Grey’s idea. According that, this expressive act is expressive act of opining. 

Because there is no intends meaning of accepted that she is agree with the 

idea, so the type of expressive act is reference.

6.13 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 13

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I would like to fuck you 
into the middle of next week.
Ana: You're not fighting fair.
Grey: I never have. 

In the end of meeting discussion 
about contract, Grey asks his 
desire to push Ana making love on 
the middle of next week. Ana 
criticized his attitude. 

Inference 

Analysis: utterance You're not fighting fair asks by Ana to criticized 

Grey’s attitude in way he make decision. It seem on utterance I would like to  

fuck you into the middle of next week, he decide whatever he likes without 
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discuss it with Ana. According that, this expressive becomes expressive 

attitude. You're not fighting fair in this script has intends meaning Grey 

always force what he want.  In conclusion, a speech act which said implicitly 

called as inference.

6.14 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 14

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: You wanna leave?
Ana: Yes.
Grey: But your body tells me 
something different. Your 
legs for instance. The way 
you're pressing your thighs 
together under the table. And 
the change in your breathing.  
And then your complexion.

In the end of meeting discussion 
about contract, Ana ask to leave, 
but Grey differently tells his 
disagreement about that. (This 
utterance has intends meaning as 
flirting)

Inference

Analysis: But your body tells me something different used by Grey to 

prevent Ana leave meeting room. This expressive act becomes disagreement 

response on Ana act who want leave. A disagreement is part of expressive act 

of opining. Intends meaning of this act is Grey did not want Ana leave, Grey 

wants Ana to stay, so it includes instrumental motivation and could be a 

flirting. In conclusion, the type of this speech act is inference.

6.15 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 15

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: Oh my god. Christian,  
that's a car.
Grey: You don't miss much do 
you?
Ana: Thank you but I can't.  
This is too..

Grey gives a car as gift of Ana’s 
graduation. Feel that it is too 
luxury for her, she refuse it by say 
thank you.

Inference 

Analysis: word Thank you but I can't. This is too indicates a 
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disagreement or refusing. Grey gives Ana a luxurious car, of course she 

refused it. Based on that, the utterance include as expressive act of opining. 

Because Thank you used as polite expression to express dislike and 

disagreement, the type of expressive act is inference. 

6.16 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 16

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Do you like it?
Ana: Of course I like it, it's  
beautiful.

Grey gives a car as gift of Ana’s 
graduation. On script above tells 
that Ana refuse it, but Grey 
convinced her to accept it. When 
he ask her opinion about the car, 
she express like.

Reference 

Analysis: utterance Of course I like it connected utterance above Do you 

like it? Result that this first utterance is expressed like. Like is part of 

expressive act of opining. Because there is no intend meaning, it said 

explicitly, the type of this speech act is reference.

6.17 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 17

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana:  Look at this.
Grey: I've seen it. It's not a 
bad picture.
Ana: Christian Grey with 
friend. It says we're friends.

Days after Ana’s graduation, there 
Ana and Grey newspaper’s photo 
entitle Grey with friend. Realize 
that they are couple, Ana criticized 
that picture.

Inference

Analysis: this expressive act is expressive act of opining. Script 

fragment above It says we're friends include Ana’s expression to critic what 

the paper write. On movie scene can see it wrote Grey with friend. Ana 

criticized that because their relation is more than friend. Expressive acts of 

criticized from that speech act can be meaning as why they say Grey with 

friend? They should say Grey with girlfriend. So on this type of speech act is 
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inference.

6.18 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 18

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: I wanna take you to my 
playroom.
Ana: But I haven't signed the  
contract.

In a moment, Grey asks Ana to go 
to play room. Ana complains that 
she has not sign the contract.

Inference 

Analysis: expressive act above include as expressive attitude. As a 

response of Grey’s order to go to play room, Ana complains with asks But I  

haven't signed the contract. This utterance said implicitly with the meaning 

Ana did not want to. So the type of this speech act is inference.

6.19 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 19

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: When were you gonna 
tell me about Georgia?
Ana: What? You have no right  
to be mad.
Grey: Yeah, but I am mad.  
Palm-twitchingly mad.

On a diner with Grey’s family, Ana 
said that she wants to see her 
family in Georgia tomorrow. Grey 
who not inform about that, going 
mad After, Ana asked by Grey that 
she never inform him that she will 
go there. Ana explain that he have 
no right to mad. He seems agrees 
with that, but should be mad. But 
actually he expressed 
disagreement.

Reference

Analysis: this word Yeah may expresses an agreement about something, 

but in this case, the result of movie script analysis conclude that it is 

disagreement. On the next utterance I am mad. Palm-twitchingly mad is 

really expressed that he disagrees with Ana statement that asks him to not 

mad. So this expressive become expressive act of opining. And it said 

explicitly, have no intend meaning, so the type is reference.
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6.20 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 20

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: How was your dinner?
Grey: She's a friend, that's all.
Ana: I confide in her. She 
knows me.

In café in Goergia, Ana asks Grey 
about his dinner with his old 
friend. He replies that they only 
got dinner. Then Ana expressed 
dislike about that.

Inference

Analysis: based movie scene and script analysis, the utterance I confide 

in her, She knows me expressed Ana’s dislike on Grey’s act that hold a dinner 

with his friend. This dislike means as expressive attitude. Intends meaning of 

that speech act may Ana did not want you to do that (again). So the type of 

this speech act is inference.

6.21 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 21

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Grey: Please don't hate me.
Ana: You'll never do that to  
me again.

After Grey doing a sexual abusive 
to her, Ana run from playroom to 
bed. Grey follows her then asks to 
not hate him. Then Ana expressed 
dislike about what he do

Reference

Analysis: this script include expressive attitude. Utterance You'll never 

do that to me again is dislike expression from Ana to response what Grey 

done in play room. She said it directly and explicitly so the type of this 

expressive act is reference.

6.22 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 22

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: I'm not what you want.
Grey: No, you are everything 
that I want.

After Grey doing a sexual abusive 
to her, Ana run from playroom to 
bed. After few moments, Ana asks 
that she not like what Grey want. 
He replies disagreement about her 
statement. (This utterance has 
intends meaning as flirting)

Inference
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Analysis: utterance No, you are everything that I want.is a disagreement 

to response utterance I'm not what you want. Disagreement is part of 

expressive attitude. Grey confides Ana that she is everything for him. 

Positively, it is flirting because has relational motivation. 

6.23 Expressive Act of Opining Fragment 23

Script Description Type speech 
acts

Ana: I've fallen in love with 
you.
Grey: No. No, Ana. You can't  
love me.

After Grey doing a sexual abusive 
to her, Ana run from playroom to 
bed. After few moments later, she 
confesses that she falling in love 
with him. Consider ii is not 
relation like he want, Grey 
complain it. 

Reference 

Analysis: this script include complain that become expressive attitude. 

No. No, Ana. You can't love me is Grey’s statement to complains Ana’s 

statement that falling in love with him. Grey’s response said explicitly, so this 

direct speech type is reference.
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